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The Courchevel Enquirer

Happy Birthday no.44 Simon.

A note from the editor

Oh how some people have aged over the last 15 years (the above photos are from 2000)
Two events again on Tuesday. Pimps and Hoes down at the Bubble with DJ Aaron and
Monsters ball at the Kudeta with alcohol deals at both places.
With just over 3 weeks before the 3 valley rally its time to start think about who is going to
be on your 4 person team. Where will you find at least 2 fast women and at least 1 snowboarder? Last years winners are saying, (although I don’t fully believe them) due to ESF
commitments they are unavailable so we might actually have a 1/2 competitive race this
year. Will the uber competitive Physios come out of retirement? Will Toby trip on the last
hurdle (like last year) will leading by a country mile? Will all the teams that want John
(Whitestorm) realise that after a couple of drinks his snowboarding goes to shit? And
incase you get confused also note that the 1 valley rally for Mo March charity ISN’T the
same as the 3 valley rally. If you are not the competitive type but will still like to get
involved I am looking for 4 checkpoint judges.
THE SURGEON GENERAL WARNS
Doing ski seasons can be highly addictive, can seriously damage your sanity, result in a general lack of sleep, makes your arse bigger, increase
the chances of getting a blow job in the skidoo hut outside Kudeta and waking up next to a complete stranger.
All stories contained within are purely fictional and shouldn’t be taken seriously.
Anyone found taking anything too seriously should be held down, given alcohol and violated with the handle of a ski pole.

BUSSFEED

From the.

18.50 Seasonnaire problems in Courchevel

1.
3.
5.

Shampoo and bodywash are more expensive
than alcohol. Do you choose to smell nice or
get drunk (not a problem if you are stereotypically French)
Endlessly explaining to guests that (on the
mountain) apres in 1850 doesn’t exisit unless
you are Russian and go to Cap horn.
Balancing Hypothermia with needing a cigarette.

7.

Real or Fake fur? Of course its real this is
Courchevel!

9.

How to bring up the subject of tips with your
guests without bringing up the subject of tips.

2.

Learning the bus timetable or at
least the last bus only to have
them change on 6th April

4.

How long does it take to (drunken) walk from the Meribel Follie
Douce to the bubble station.

6.
8.
10

Why do rich people decide to
swim in perfume / musk? We can
smell you a mile away.
Which one is the wife/ daughter?
or wife/ mistress? (probably mistress)
Working out how many drinks
your pathetic tips will buy in
Kudeta/ Funky Fox

11
13
15

Turning into your Mother when in comes to
cleaning

17

Blagging the last return bubble from the Follie
Douce without a Meribel pass.

.5

Being careful what you do because you might appear in the Enquirer (and then remembering that Alex doesn’t put any real news in the Enquirer anymore)

Masking Hangover and lack of sleep while
cooking breakfast at 7am.

Realising it’s closing time at French Kiss, the
sun is just coming up and it’s not a day off.

12
14
16
18

Hoping for a fairly clean guest
room
Hoping for a clean loo.

How long through the season
before you realise you have
turned into a slut / manwhore
Realising how much more socialable last seasons workers were.

SIÂN LEWIS
BSc, MCSP, Dip AP Sports Phys
CALL FOR CONSULTATION OR MASSAGE

06 68 57 00 99

CHRISTOPHER MAHER
BSc, MSCP

Checkpoint judges wanted

Smarter every day.
Have you seen Aaron sit down recently?
Maybe its because he’s had a little problem
around back. To do some reverse rhyming
slang he’s had a visitor from Chalfont St.
Giles.

Friday night fight
Apparently everything went a little (chronologically incorrect) Elton John down in Le
praz by which I mean Friday nights alright
for fighting. Maybe not real fighting but two
guys touching each other’s bodies with
clenched fists. In the blue corner is
wannabe x-factor musician Sam Burrows
and in the red corner the laid back Bubble
bar manager Tom. The general consensus
was that Sam Burrows punched Tom in the
stomach followed by Tom returning the
winding favor to Sam. To prove that there
was snowlimit to his silliness Sam then
decided to move his head onto the area
occupied by Tom’s nose drawing blood. He
then exited the premises quickly.

So you think you're a seasonnaire
Answer the following questions and find out if you have the right to call yourself a seasonnaire or
are you just a
punter in disguise(points are in brackets)
1. On a regular basis how many bars do you visit every night (not including the subsidised bars in
your chalet/hotels). 1(0) 2(1) 3(2) 4+(3)
2. On average how often a week do you venture to another village (from where you live). 0(0) 1(1)
2(2) 3+(3)
3. How many times this season have you been down to Le Praz in the evening 0(0) 1-4(1) 5-8(2)
9+(3)
4. How many times this season have you been down to La Tania. 0(0) 1-4(1) 5-8(2) 9+(3)
5. How many times this season have you skied over in Val Thorens / Les Menuires 0(0) 1-4(1) 59(2) 10+(3)
6. How many theme nights have you dressed up for. 0-1(0) 2-5(1) 6-7(2) 8+(3)
7. How many times have you been to La Grange/ Les Caves / French Kiss. 0(0) 1-5(1) 5-9(2)
10+(3)
8. Have you appeared in the Enquirer this season yes(1) no(0)
9. Did you start crying after reading about yourself in the Enquirer yes(-1) no(0)
10. Are you going to enter the 1 or 3 valley rally yes(1) no(0) both(1.5)
11. For question 10 was your excuse that you didn’t have a day off on Wednesday yes(-1) no(0)
How did you do?
If you’ve just spent a few minutes totting up your points then you arent a Seasonnaire!
Well if you need to take a test to see if you are a seaosnnaire then deep down you know that you probably you aren’t a seasonnaire and you were
hoping that this stupid questionnaire would give you some validation.
You should instead be getting drunk / recovering from a hangover. Try to remember who you fingered last night and why you are still wearing that
girls thong.

